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The scienti�ic method is an approach that practitioners of psychology are interested in for assessing,
measuring, and predicting behavior. It is the process of appropriately framing and properly answering
questions. It is used by psychologists and those engaged in other scienti�ic disciplines, to come to an
understanding about the world.

Scienti�ic Nature of Psychology
Psychology is a science: An approach using the scienti�ic method for the observation, description,
understanding, and prediction of any phenomenon.

Scienti�ic method: The procedure employing a systematic, pre-de�ined, series of steps for attaining
optimal ef�iciency, accuracy, and objectivity in investigating the problem of interest

Systematic: it follows a speci�ied system, an organized ways of collecting and tabulating information.

Pre-de�ined series of steps: certain steps following a speci�ic sequence that is not to be altered;
disruption of the sequence will ruin the essence of the approach

Objectivity: It is unbiased; the researcher՚s likes and dislikes do not interfere with the study or its
�indings

Steps of Scienti�ic Method

1. Identifying the Research Problem
The most important step while conducting research is identify and specify the area of interest in
which one is going to conduct a research.

The research problem can be identi�ied in many ways, including personal interest, brainstorming,
scienti�ic developments, knowledge etc.

2. Review of the Related Literature
Searching the research �indings in relation with the research one is going to conduct, in order to see
how others approached the same or similar issues. Also, it can give some idea as to what would be the
probable outcome of one՚s research.

3. Formulation of Hypotheses
A hypothesis is a speculative statement about the relationship between two or more variables. By
reviewing the related literature, one is able to formulate the hypotheses pertaining to the variables
of interest.

Reviewing the related research articles helps one formulate various hypotheses.

4. Designing and Conducting the Research
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After reviewing the related literature and making hypotheses, the research is conducted by using
different strategies such as Questionnaires, mail interviews, telephonic interviews, face to face
interviews etc.

A variety of research designs is available to the researchers, who can choose the one that best suits
their study.

5. Analysis of Data
After collecting information, the data will be tabulated with the help of statistical methods and
computation in order to see whether the �inding prove or disprove the hypotheses.

6. Drawing Conclusions
Conclusions are drawn after the statistical analysis of data. On the basis of this, a decision is made
about the rejection or acceptance of the hypothesis.

Non-Manipulative/Descriptive Methods
The methods in which the phenomenon of interest is studied the way it exists in nature. The
researcher does not interfere with the events, and acts as a passive recorder.

Manipulative/Experimental Methods
The methods that is responsible for the scienti�ic nature of psychology. In these methods the
researcher exercises control over the variables and events.

He may introduce variables of interest, or may withhold them. These methods are used for
determining cause and effect relationships.

DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH METHODS

Observation
Systematic observation is used; one of the methods most frequently employed by anthropologists,
sociologists and ethnologists.

Phenomenon of interest is observed, studied, and the observations are recorded.

The recorded observations are analyzed.

Conclusions are drawn based on analysis.

Types	of	observation

Observation without Intervention

Naturalistic Observation is type of observation in which the phenomenon of interest is
studied/observed in the natural setting without any interference by the observer; The observer may
make narrative records, take �ield notes, use audio or video equipment, or may use a combination of
some or all strategies.

Observation with Intervention

The observer intervenes, and manipulates the situation, events and/or variables in order to:

1. Create a situation which does not occur frequently

2. Test the impact of variables on behavior
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3. Gain access to a situation that is otherwise not accessible or open to observation

Types of “Observation with Intervention”

Participant Observation

Structured Observation

Field experiments

Participant	Observation: The observer becomes a part of the situation and plays an active and
signi�icant role in the situation, event, or context under study. It can be of two types:

1. Disguised Participant Observation

2. Undisguised Participant Observation

Structured	Observation: Employed when the researcher intends to study a situation, which occurs
infrequently or is inaccessible otherwise.

The observer may “create” a situation or initiate it.

The control exercised by the observer is less than that in many other techniques.

Mostly employed by clinical and developmental psychologists

Field	Experiments: Experiments in the natural setting; the degree of control is far less than that in
laboratory experiments.

One or more independent variables are manipulated in the natural setting in order to see their
impact on behavior.

Confederate: the researcher is assisted by one or more confederates who behave in a preplanned
manner so as to initiate an experimental condition.

Correlation Research
A method used for identifying predictive relationships among naturally occurring variables

Correlation

Can be said to exist when two different measures of the same individuals, objects, or events vary
together e. g. Relationship between I. Q. score & academic achievement or entry test marks & academic
achievement. Correlation is a statistical concept.

Nature	of	Correlation

Positive Correlation

Negative Correlation

Zero Correlation

Measures	in	Correlation	Research

Questionnaires: can be used in- person, can be mailed, or used via Internet.

Interviews: can be personal and face-to-face, or telephonic.

Of�icial Record: Of�icial statistics, raw data, crime records etc.
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Remember! ! ! Correlation is not causation

Surveys
Most frequently used method for obtaining information quickly and evaluating people՚s interest, liking,
disliking and opinions without indulging in long- term procedures and techniques.

It is also easily used because it is a cheap method and information is gathered without much dif�iculty.

Surveys consist of presenting a series of questions or statements to the participants, and asking
them to respond.

Surveys are used when quick information is required in limited time e. g. opinion polls, product
preference.

Also useful when information is required from a large number of people e. g. population census.

More suitable when the goal of the study is to �ind out about public opinion, attitudes, preferences,
like and dislikes etc.

Sources of data/information in Surveys

Questionnaires: in person, mailed, internet

Interviews: personal, telephonic

Newspaper Surveys

STEPS INVOLVE in CONDUCTING the RESEARCH
There are mainly �ive steps, which are essential while conducting surveys i.e.. ,

i. Conceiving the problem: The purpose of the study must be carefully thought out and precisely
de�ined. How is the information to be used? From whom it is obtained? What kind of information to be
gathered etc.

ii. Designing the instrument: There are numerous ways by which information can be gathered form the
general public such as mailed questionnaires, telephonic interviews, through internet etc. It must be
carefully thought that which procedure is most effective in obtaining the needed information.

iii. Sampling the population: The problem of obtaining a representative sample of the population is
one of the most dif�icult as well as signi�icant in the �ield of measuring popular reactions. The sample
to be studied must be drawn in such a manner the each individual has an equal chance of being
selected, and that the drawing of one does not in�luence the chances of any other being drawn. With
this procedure, each age, sex, income, religious and ethnic group in the population will be
proportionately represented in the sample. Off course there are a number of ways of properly
drawing a sample.

iv. Conducting interviews: Even when the questions are carefully worded and carefully designed, a
poor interviewer can bias the results. Experiments have shown that females are the best interviewers:
at least 21 years of age, who like people, who are unbiased, who are good listeners, who have some
college education, and who are fairly familiar with the section they are working in.

v. Interpreting the results: Even when all the �indings are carried out properly, there is always a chance
of misinterpreting the results. Errors in questionnaires, statistical methods, and investigator՚s own
subjectivity can easily bias the results.
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Unobtrusive Measures of Behavior
Indirect ways of data collection

The persons who are the focus of interest may not be present at the time of investigation

May be used for supplementing information collected through observation

May be used as a replacement of observation

In situations where direct observation is not possible

Unobtrusive Measures of Behavior Include
Archival data

Already existing records, documents, different forms of literature, newspaper items, photographs,
movies, documentaries, biographies, autobiographies etc are used as evidence/information e. g.
using newspaper records to study the rate of crime during the past 20 years.

May be used to supplement data gathered through other sources

Physical Traces

Remains, remnants, fragments, objects and products of past behavior are used as evidence;
usually employed to supplement data from other sources.

Physical traces can be of two types:

Use traces

Cues to the use or nonuse of objects and items provide signi�icant evidence e. g. wall chalking,
graf�iti on walls of public places, milk cartons or tissue boxes in the garbage bags.

Products

Study of products, tools, weapons, sculpture etc used less frequently than physical traces.

Content Analysis
Part of archival research: An approach for systematically categorizing and analyzing the content of
the behavior or its related aspects/variables being studied.

The analysis may cover contents of live human behavior, books, journals, magazines, poetry, drama,
movies, folktales, TV programs, school textbooks and curricula, advertisements etc.

Inferences are made and conclusions are drawn after objective identi�ication of speci�ic
characteristics of contents.

Content analysis is done keeping speci�ic goals, objectives, themes and constructs in mind.

Example: Content analysis of textbooks with reference to gender equity and equality; analysis of TV
programs with reference to portrayal of women.

Focus Groups
A variety of interviews conducted in a group setting.

The researcher talks to the participants in order to learn about their opinions, attitudes,
preferences, likes/dislikes and tries to �ind out their reasons/cause.

Used as a source of data collection in surveys but also used otherwise as well.
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Meta-Analysis
A statistics based method

A way of reviewing existing research literature in the same �ield, about the same phenomena

The analysis covers the results of several independent experiments within the same �ield

Computer aided statistical analysis yields overall conclusions

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
Experimental method: the use of experimentation for studying a phenomenon.

Experimental design: the plan/structure/lay out of an experiment.

Experiment: the variable of interest (independent variable) is manipulated/altered and the effect of
this manipulation is studied.

Why Experiments Are Conducted?
For testing hypotheses

To test the impact of a treatment or a program on behavior

The main feature of experimentation is CONTROL; keeping all those variables and conditions under
control, that can have an impact on the �indings of the study i.e.. , variables that can interfere with
the impact of the independent variable.

Variables

Independent Variable

Independent Variable (IV) : The variable whose impact is being studied; that is manipulated … in
terms of kind or level.

Dependent Variable (DV) : The measure of behavior on which the impact of independent variable is
being studied.

Control variable (CV) : A potential independent variable that can have an impact upon dependent
variable; it has to be controlled.

Groups in a Typical Experiment
i. Experimental Group: This is treated with the independent variable.

iii. Control Group; the no-treatment group that is kept under controlled conditions.

Experimental	Designs

i.	Within-	Subjects	Design

The experimental design in which the subjects՚ performance is compared with their own
performance i.e.. , only one group of subjects is used.

Before-After No Control Group Design:

Varieties of Before-after no control group designs: ABABA and ABABABBA designs

ii.	Between-	Subjects	Design
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The experimental design in which two or more groups of subjects are used and their performance is
compared with each other:

Classical Experimental Design

After- Only Experimental Design

Problems	associated	with	experimental	research:

Arti�iciality of behavior is a possibility

Subjects may be under stress or pressure

Time consuming and expensive

Ethical issues: can we tell all about the nature of experiment to the subjects? ? ?

APPLIED RESEARCH: QUASI EXPERIMENTATION
Kind of research that �its into the experimental framework, although it is not planned, initiated or
controlled by the experimenter: it is “sort of experimentation” .

It is the experimentation in which the independent variable occurs, or has occurred, naturally and
the researcher studies its impact the way it is done in a laboratory experiment

Groups	in	a	Quasi-	Experiment

Exposure Group

Comparison Group

Quasi- Experimental Design
i. Retrospective/Ex Post Facto Design: Ex post facto means “after the fact” . There are two groups, the
exposure group and the comparison group. The process of “constructing” comparable exposure and
comparison groups is called “matching” .

The subjects are already naturally divided like that. However, the experimenter selects the relevant
subjects according to the nature of the research.

ii. Prospective Design: This design is similar to the retrospective design, except that in a prospective
design, variations in the independent variable are measured as they occur, rather than retrospectively.
Researchers are equally careful in interpreting the prospective and retrospective quasi- experiments.
In neither case, the subjects are randomly assigned to the exposure and the control groups. Generally,
prospective designs are more persuasive than retrospective designs, especially when the independent
variable occurred long ago

iii. Time series Design: This design is mainly concerned with observing whether the values of the
dependent variable change in apparent response to changes in an independent variable.

Examples	of	Quasi	Experimentation

i.	Twin	Studies

Twin studies investigate different aspects of behavior and mental processes of twins, whether
identical or fraternal.
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The studies on identical twins reared apart have generated very signi�icant results. They have
shown amazing similarities as well as differences among such twins.

ii.	Adoption	Studies

Most people have one set of parents. However 1% of the infants born in western countries every
year are adopted at or near by persons unrelated to them. Such children have two sets of parents:
parents who rear them and those who give them their genes.

Social scientists have used this to help determine, with fascinating results, how much in�luence
genetic factors and family environment have over behavior. Like twin studies, adoption studies
suggested that many human behaviors are genetically in�luenced. That is why the nature- nurture
issue is always remaining controversial.

Applied	Research:	Single-	Case	Research	Designs

A type of research in which a single case is focused upon and studied.

This approach is employed in rarely occurring cases.


